Exeter Korfball Club AGM 17.04.12- Mill on the Exe.

Apologies- Jen & Hannah M
Charlie ended her reign as Chair with a speech highlighting that the club
is changing, losing members but gaining new ones at the same time.
Thanking volunteers who have helped the club and also the club
members, relating to the fact it has been a changing of teams throughout
the season. Highlighting the first summer tournament on 19th May in
Gloucester.
Thanks to Alans Coaching throughout the season, highlighting the code
of conduct, and the fair petrol payment scheme now introduced.
Looking to next season and SWKA, development to club members, no
change to the league structure and an introduction of a 3rd Super
Saturady midway in the season.
Exeter University will be joining us in the league next season.
Improvement on socials next season.
Finishing off with a thanks to the excellent support of the committee
members.
Huw gives his Treasurers report. Club making a loss of £300. Currently
£600 in the bank but highlighting the raising cost of hall hire and the
need for new equipment IE posts.
Michelle goes through questionnaire results. Copy can be obtained via
E-mail.
Thanks to Hazel, Lisa and Alan for being the team selectors throughout
the 2011-12 season.
Alan gives his coaching analysis, this year looking on team skills as the
main focus. Thanks to Michelle and Hazel for their support in keeping
along the same lines in their sessions.

Good use of E-mail links to youtube videos to support training sessions
pointed out. Also noticeable on how quickly new players have picked up
the game since joining.
League positioning for the 2011-12 season, the 1st coming joint fourth,
but a need for more goals and the 2nd finishing third with a good all
round standard of play.
Mention for our very own Hazel, and congratulating on being the MVP
for the south west league.
Huw discusses finances, increasing outgoings being top on the agenda
with also a decrease in outgoings. Ideas to combat this suggested were
an increase in membership fees, rejoining fee upfront, and the possibility
of sponsorship.
Fees from EKA and SWKA, league fees and hall hire all impacting on
increasing outgoings, possible to increase monthly subscription by just
£5 would put the club back in profit. A vote was taking and carried for
this to happen. Also session price raised from £4 to £5 was voted and
carried.
Other changes carried were in the change of constitution , selection
committee and a change of the financial year.
Election of officers, results as follows
Chair- Rob O'Brien
Treasurer- Michelle
Coaching Co-ordinator- Rob K
Club Manager- Debs
Secretary- Gregg
Development Officer- Hannah M
Social Secretary- Caroline & Gav
A.O.B

1 or 2 training sessions a week during the summer months will be looked
at on attendance, confirmed drop of Tuesday session.
£20 subscription fee to be started as of September
Tom B asked if anyone else would like to take over running of website,
this offer still stands.
Allocation of refereeing will be looked at for next season by new
committee, bearing in mind there will be a better opportunity for more
local reffing with the uni team and Taunton.
Availability for summer tournaments.

Close.

